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FAR FROM A "GRAY" DAY FOR KARL ...

WEB OFFICER
Carl Greenwood

AND JO "WAITES" FOR NO ONE AS BOTH THE 
HALF AND THE TROG RECORDS GET BROKEN

What fabulous runs from Karl to break Rob Jebb's Trog record by 5 SECONDS and 
this was after he stopped and jogged back up the track to let Allan Greenwood 
take his photo!!! He didn't take a watch and he didn't think he was anywhere 
near the record until approaching me at the entrance to the fi nish fi eld where I 
informed him "politely" to get his backside into gear as he was close to breaking 
the record ... he didn't believe me until he heard the screams and shouts from 
the clubhouse and from his team mates so he then gave it all he had left to fi nish 
across the line in a record time ... and when it dawned on him  ... what a big grin. 
Adam had an excellent race but took a bad tumble which shook him up but with 
his excellent 4th place and Andy Clarke placing 7th the team prize was secured. 
Jo smashed the record on the Half Trog by about 4 minutes and this was after 
twisting her ankle and so there might be more to come next year. No pressure 
Jo honest!!!! THANKS TO EVERYONE WHO TURNED OUT TO HELP ON THE 
DAY. The race just wouldn't happen without you. Your name has been kept so 
you will get fi rst opportunity to run next year if you really, really want to!!!!!!

ON COMMITTEE



SOCIAL  SECRETARY
Paul Gallagher

EQUIPMENT OFFICER
Alastair Whitelaw

PUBLICITY OFFICER
Allan Greenwood

STATISTICIAN
Bill Johnson

MEMBERSHIP/SHEEP SHEET ED
Thirza Hyde

High Brown Knoll - 9th Oct 2005
6.5mls/1050'   

   Medium  Improve from  
     Medium races
    Rating over last
     12 months

1 Karl Gray CVFR 43:35 1.02 -3%
2 Steve Oldfield Brad/Aire 43:37 - - 
3 Stewart Gregory Holm/Pier 44:56 - - 
10 Adrian Muir CVFR 50:17 1.18 2%
15 Dave Beels CVFR 51:26 1.21 0%
18 Graham Hill CVFR 51:59 1.22 0%
25 Neil Palmer CVFR 59:39 1.40 -4%
36 Mick Banks CVFR 65:25 1.54 -2%
37 Sharon Godsman Tod 65:32 1st lady - 
54 ran

Langdale Horseshoe - 8th Oct 2005
14mls/4000'

   Long  Improve from  
     Long races
    Rating over last
     12 months 

1 Rob Hope P & B  2:08:47 - - 
2 Simon Bailey Mercia 2:09:22 - - 
3 Alan Ward Dark Peak 2:09:31 - - 
11 Karl Gray CVFR 2:16:31 0.98 6%
61 Christine Howard Matlock 2:37:55 1st lady - 
79 Andy Clarke CVFR 2:41:29 1.16 -3%
90 Adam Breaks CVFR 2:43:10 1.17 -2%
152 Sally Newman CVFR 2:54:56 1.25 -9%
173 Anne Johnson CVFR 2:59:40 1.29 - 
178 Paul Gallagher CVFR 3:00:33 1.29 - 
206 Jo Smith CVFR 3:05:08 1.33 - 
236 Clare Kenny CVFR 3:11:26 1.37 4%
243 Ben Davies CVFR 3:12:48 1.38 3%
248 Steve Smithies CVFR 3:15:17 1.40 - 
256 Jez Wilkinson CVFR 3:19:13 1.43 0%
274 Bill Johnson CVFR 3:25:15 1.47 -11%
282 Celia Mills CVFR 3:28:12 1.49 -5%
286 Sue Mitchell CVFR 3:29:55 1.50 -15%
293 Rob Sharratt CVFR 3:31:32 1.52 - 
314 Dave Beston CVFR 3:35:42 1.55 7%
322 Linda Hayles CVFR 3:38:34 1.57 - 
337 Alison Wright CVFR 3:48:02 1.63 1%
340 Dave Culpan CVFR 3:53:34 1.67 -8%
362 Alastair Whitelaw CVFR 4:34:10 1.96 5%
 Thirza Hyde CVFR DNF  
 384 started, 369 finished    

A bit of a giggle...
  
Larry La Prise who wrote the Hokey Cokey has died at the age of 93. The worst 
part was getting him into the coffin. They put his left leg in, then the trouble 
started ......

What a tough final race of the English 
Championships but  fabulous results 
for Karl and Sally. Karl secured a top 
10 place in the overall championships 
placing 8th and Sally took the English 
Championships Ladies title. We had an 
excellent turn out from the club and all 
but me got round it. Sally had a good 
run, wanting to finish in one piece and 
after a fairly quiet season Anne had 
a flyer on this race, followed by Jo as 
third counter the girls were second team 
on the day being ousted by Ambleside 
and this then meant that Ilkley took the 
gold medal. I had a disaster and it just 

sums up my season ... my bloody shoe fell to bits after the first checkpoint (and no before you say anything 
they were fairly new not like Bills shoes in Ireland that were fit for the bin!!!). I had to strap the sole on 
with my lace and walk back to the finish feeling very unhappy indeed!!!
Rob Sharrat looked like a ghost after this race. It made the rest of us 
look really, really well!!! I think he went for it too fast at the start and 
paid dearly on the final bit from just after Pike O Blisco. Well done to 
everyone who did the race and to all for a very, very busy season ...  Oh 
and thanks to all for the lovely cakes we've been having at our picnics
Thirza. 

As if the Langdale wasn't enough Karl 
went to the Bob Graham dinner up in 
the Lakes after the race and then on 
Sunday morning got back in time to 
race at High Brown Knoll and went 
on to win it. I ask is this lad on some 
kind of drugs ...... because if he is I 
want some!!!!!  Well done Karl, You are 
obviously on top form at the  
moment as you are racing so well. 



British relays (Alva, Scotland)    16th October 2005
 
    position in category at end of leg:  
   leg 1 leg 2 leg 3 leg 4
1 Dark Peak 3:42:11 5 1 1 1
2 Pudsey & Bramley 3:47:47 2 2 2 2
3 Ambleside 3:53:43 7 4 3 3
20 Calder Valley 4:33:07 20 12 15 20
 (52 open teams)     
      
1st vets Pudsey & Bramley 4:02:47 2 2 1 1
2nd vets Carnethy 4:03:27 9 6 3 2
3rd vets Clayton le Moors 4:09:05 3 3 4 3
16th vets Calder Valley 5:03:59 10 16 19 16
 (25 vets teams)     

1st ladies Carnethy 4:39:47 4 5 1 1
2nd ladies Ilkley 4:56:41 8 6 5 2
3rd ladies Keswick 5:06:21 2 3 3 3
 (14 ladies teams)

LEG 1    Time Cat 
1 Jo Symonds Kendal  46:33 Open 
2 Danny Hope Pudsey & Bramley 48:18 Open 
3 Sean Bolland Bowland  48:48 Open
5 Alan Bowness CFR 49:08 1st vet Vets
29 Andy Clarke Calder Valley 56:52 Open
30 Adam Breaks Calder Valley 56:52 Open
39 Jackie Lee Eryri  58:59 Ladies  (1st Lady)

LEG 2    Time Cat 
1 Robert Little Dark Peak 27:20 Open 
2 Karl Gray Calder Valley 27:59 Open  
3 Steve Neill Pudsey & Bramley 28:15 Open 
 Paul Stevenson Pudsey & Bramley 29:04 Vets  (1st Vets) 
 Angela Allen Horwich  33:04 Ladies  (1st lady)  
23rd V Neil Croasdell Calder Valley 41:04 Vets

LEG 3    Time Cat  
1 Pete Vale/Andy Yapp Mercia  1:14:17 Open 
2 Olli Johnson/Andy Middleditch Dark Peak 1:14:31 Open  
3 Gary Devine/Steve Bottomley Pudsey & Bramley 1:15:15 Open  
 Adrian Davis/Adam Ward Carnethy 1:18:02 1st vets 
 Angela Mudge/Lyn Wilson Carnethy 1:23:08 1st ladies  
22 Jon Emberton/James Williams Calder Valley 1:27:14 Open 
21st V Bill Johnson/Allan Greenwood Calder Valley 1:50:45 Vets 

LEG 4    Time Cat
1 Tim Austin/Lloyd Taggart Dark Peak 1:12:09 Open 
2 Simon Staine /Nick Sharp Ambleside 1:14:56 Open  
3 Tim Davies/Andrew Davies Mercia  1:15:41 Open  
 Dave Taylor/ Joe Blackett Dark Peak 1:16:26 1st vets 
 Jill Mykura/Lucy Colquhan Carnethy 1:32:11 1st ladies  
13th V Rod Sutcliffe/Adrian Muir Calder Valley 1:35:18 Vets 
62 Alistair Morris/Richard Greenwood Calder Valley 1:41:02 Open

The lads had an eventful time in Scotland as Adam had shin splints and struggeld to race, Andy Clarke's 
shoes fell to pieces, Karl was under the weather with a bad stomach and Richard Greenwood got pissed 
and had a really bad hangover but all in all they really enjoyed the racing in the Ochil Hills!!!!!!!



The 2nd Rhinog Horseshoe Fell Race
 Sat 22nd October
15.5mls/5200ft

1. Pete Vale  Mercia  2.58.20
2.  Peter OʼBrien  Eryri  2.59.11
3.  Adam Haynes  Eryri  2.59.11 
10.  Ruth Metcalfe  Eryri  3.35.00
25.  Jon Underwood  CVFR  4.03.32 
46 Ran

“The route is marked for about 2 miles before hitting the 
mountains proper, after which runners will make their own 
tracks between the 4 major peaks of the Rhinog range: Rhinog 
Fawr (720m); Rhinog Fach (712m); Y Llethr (756m) and 
Moelfre (583m), with checkpoints on and off the mountains 
and in Bwlch Drws Ardudwy, the pass between the 2 Rhinogs.”

  “Hey Calder Valley, done this before?”
  “What? Got lost. Plenty of times.”
  “No the race.”
  “No, never.”
  <pause>
  “Are we lost then?”
  “I donʼt see many others down climbing this crag.”

I was keen to test my knee before the KIMM and thought that 
the Rhinog horseshoe would be ideal. With the clearing rain 
and low cloud, I knew getting off Rhinog Fawr was going to test 
the knee as well as the navigation. A leisurely pace took me to 
a boulder field below Rhinog Fawr. For some unexplainable 
reason, I came out of the boulder field at 90 degrees to the 
runners in front, taking those behind me along for the ride. 
The summit of Rhinog Fawr was clear of the cloud, and I was 
hopeful of a good descent. Wrong – we plunged down heading 
east looking for a good southerly contour back to the Bwlch 
Drws Ardudwy between the two Rhinogs. Out of the cloud I 
saw a line of 4 cairns on unusually flat runable ground. After 
a couple of minutes of elation when I thought I was on the 
right line, the conversation above occurred. Twenty minutes 
of boulder hopping, wading, down climbing while I watched 
runners appear at the bwlch from a line much further east. 
A good ascent of Rhinog Fach on a path I had used 
before, lead to the familiar problem of getting off the 
hill. I was getting the map out as a group went past. I 
followed, but knew they were wrong. I stopped and looked 
at the map, taking a route that followed the wall lines. 
Those who continued finished 30 minutes a drift of me.
Easier ground up and down Y Llethr. The sky cleared to 
reveal Moelfre. A marshal appeared from nowhere. “Iʼm sorry 
to inform you that you have taken the wrong line”. I looked 
over the wall, to see a Land rover. A careful scaling of the 
wall got me back on track, thinking that I was home and dry. 
The clippers were on the wrong cairn on Moelfre, the flags 
disappeared and I met Wayne Percival (who I had passed in 
the first minute of the race) looking at a map. I was lost again. 
A couple of minutes later I found the flags of the return route. 
Nice soup at the Victoria Inn at the finish. Overall, cracking 
fell race 50% of which is on open ground or interlinking sheep 
trods.  Remember: In a small field of competitors, with a wide 
choice of routes, there is no obvious path. It rains a lot in 
Wales. The pronunciations of places on the map have little 
resemblance to the locations described by the race organiser 
at the briefing. Reccy the descent from Rhinog Fawr. The 
knee? Survived, but wasnʼt strong enough for the KIMM. 

Race you to the summit - 
30th Oct 2005 - 4mls/800'   

   Short  Improve from
     Short  races
    rating over last
     12 months 

1 Karl Gray CVFR 28.08 1.04 -5%
2 Chris Smale Tod 29:10 - -  
3 Paul Massey Horwich 29:13 - -  
15 Jo Waites (1st lady) CVFR 31:27 1.17 3% 
18 Graham Hill CVFR 32:45 1.22 1% 
19 Adrian Muir CVFR 32:46 1.22 -1% 
23 Gary Hodgkinson CVFR 33:12 1.23  - 
28 Steve Smithies CVFR 33:27 1.24 0% 
30 Dave Beels CVFR 33:52 1.26 -4% 
61 Dave Culpan CVFR 39:01 1.45 1% 
66 Alastair Whitelaw CVFR 40:00 1.49 2% 
68 Linda Crabtree CVFR 40:50 1.52 2% 
72 Linda Hayles CVFR 41:26 1.54 1% 
74 Thirza Hyde CVFR 41:37 1.55 1% 
76 Neil Croasdell CVFR 42:19 1.57 1% 
93 runners     
Now then technically Jo still hadn't joined Calder but as she is now 
an active member I've changed her unattached status to us. Jo had 
a fabulous run to break the course record by over 2 minutes and she 
was heard to say that she still hasn't quite mastered the downhilling 
technique!!! Karl had a great race to take the South Pennines Series 
overall. Well done .. you must have a nice collection of mugs!!!!! 

AND MORE TO MAKE YOU LAUGH  .....
A couple were going out for the evening. Theyʼd got ready, 
all dolled up, dog put out, etc. The taxi arrives, and as the 
couple start out, the dog shoots back in the house. They 
donʼt want the dog shut in the house, so the wife goes out to 
the taxi while the husband goes upstairs to chase the dog 
out. The wife, not wanting it known that the house will be 
empty explains to the taxi driver: “Heʼs just going upstairs 
to say good-bye to my mother.” A few minutes later, the 
husband gets into the cab. “Sorry I took so long” he says. 
“Stupid bitch was hiding under the bed and I had to poke 
her with a coat hanger to get her to come out! Then I had to 
wrap her in a blanket to keep her from scratching and biting 
me as I hauled her arse downstairs and threw her in the 
garden! She better not shit in the vegetable garden again!” 
The silence in the cab was deafening.

SPOT THE MILLIONAIRE!!!



Shepherds Skyline - 5th Nov 2005
6.25mls/1150'   

   Medium  Improve from
     Medium races
    rating over last
     12 months 

1 Ian Holmes Bingley 42:12 - -  
2 Gary Devine P & B 43:05 - -  
3 Karl Gray CVFR 43:45 1.01 -2% 
18 James Williams CVFR 49:19 1.14 3% 
25 Jo Waites - 1st lady CVFR 50:15 1.16  new record
26 Adrian Muir CVFR 50:47 1.18 2% 
31 Gary Hodgkinson CVFR 52:03 1.21 -  
32 Gareth Pemberton CVFR 52:13 1.21 -2% 
34 Dave Beels CVFR 52:33 1.22 0% 
36 Rob Sharratt CVFR 52:42 1.22 0% 
44 Steve Smithies CVFR 53:33 1.24 6% 
49 Ian Wood CVFR 54:15 1.26 -4% 
54 Lee Shimwell CVFR 54:23 1.26 1% 
67 Barry Shaw CVFR 55:54 1.30 -1% 
73 Rod Sutcliffe CVFR 56:21 1.31 -4% 
76 Ben Davies CVFR 56:30 1.31 3% 
79 Phil Scarf CVFR 56:41 1.31 7% 
88 Mike Wardle CVFR 57:00 1.32 10% 
110 Clare Kenny CVFR 59:31 1.38 -5% 
114 John Murray CVFR 59:47 1.39 1% 
117 Jackie Scarf CVFR 59:54 1.39 3% 
127 Dave Beston CVFR 61:26 1.42 1% 
132 Cerys Davies CVFR 61:53 1.43 6% 
147 Mick Banks CVFR 64:31 1.50 1% 
173 John Riley CVFR 70:04 1.62 8% 
197 runners

Well lads I think alot of you had better get used to looking at this 
photo as this is all most of you are going to see of Jo at races. 
She had a great race to break yet another course record in 
crappy conditions!!! Karl you had a belter to take 3rd place in a 
quality field ....

Roaches Race - 13th Nov 2005
15mls/3700'   

   Long  Improve from
     Long  races
    rating over last
     12  months 

1 Simon Bailey Mercia 1:58:21 - - 
2 John Brown Salford 2:05:41 - - 
3 Pete Vale Mercia 2:06:51 - - 
18 Alistair Morris CVFR 2:28:04 1.23 - 
19 Jackie Lee Eryri 2:28:20     1st lady - 
21 Jo Smith CVFR 2:31:32 1.26 5%
31 Jon Underwood CVFR 2:35:18 1.29 -9%
66 Jez Wilkinson CVFR 2:50:47 1.42 0%
84 Ben Davies CVFR 2:56:19 1.47 -4%
98 Cerys Davies CVFR 3:01:12 1.51 10%
126 Dave Beston CVFR 3:08:06 1.56 3%
140 Thirza Hyde CVFR 3:12:58 1.60 2%
150 Allan Greenwood CVFR 3:20:13 1.66 -15%
195 started, 187 finished

This was a first time race for me and I was surprised how easy it was 
to get to. It starts at Meerbrook which is near Leek in Staffordshire. 
We went into Huddersfield and over Holme Moss, then through 
Glossop to Buxton, Chapel en le Frith and we were soon there.
I offered to drive and took Thirza, Jo Smith and Dave Beston so 
that we were travelling ʻgreenʼ. After an early start in the dark 
from Mytholmroyd MCC the sun came up we were greeted with a 
beautifully sunny though bitterly cold Winterʼs day. We parked at the 
reservoir and walked for about 10 mins up the road to the village 
hall in Meerbrook. As we reached the village hall I saw loads of 
folk I recognised, Jon and Julie Underwood Ben and Cerys Davies 
Adrian Muir and Jez and Helen Wilkinson from our club and lots of 
my mates from Macclesfield Harriers who along with Chris Cripps 
from CFR had helped me on my Bob Graham round in August. I 
renewed my acquaintance with the race organiser Andy Addis who 
had navigated on my night section in June. 10.30am soon came 
and we were given our final briefing. We were sent on our way on 
time and off we went, along a lane which soon became a farm track 
and the route soon became a trudge across muddy farm fields. 
This is an understatement as the recent wet weather had made 
the farm gateways turn to shin deep slop! Climbing steadily to a 
minor road that we crossed, then up on a stony track to gain the 
end of The Roach, - a long flat topped uprising of rock - at, funnily 
enough, Roach End. Now we ran along the flat top on a good path 
with gritstone boulders to weave in and out of, which reminded me 
a bit of the Pennine Way path to Stoodley Pike. The sun was behind 
now and the views were spectacular – with a panorama for about a 
hundred miles almost all round. I felt really good now and started to 
get drawn in to a bit of a race with my mate Phil Cheek from Macc 
Harriers. Iʼd planned to hold back on the outward journey and race 
it on the return but I felt really good so let myself get carried away. 
Down the rough stone pavement flags from the other end of the 
ridge we went, to cross a minor road and enter a forest. This was 
tricky with slippery tree roots on a diagonal contouring descent 
but it didnʼt stop Cerys flying past me with a cheery “morning!” At 
the bottom was a river crossing, not fast flowing and no more than 
knee deep but pretty freezing cold. At least it cleaned the mud from 
my soles. A steep climb out up a grassy banking, then more farm 
fields and woodland tracks led to the crossing of a main road. As I 
approached the fence, the race leader Simon Bailey came across 
the road on his return journey so I let him go over the stile first. Into 
a valley where Julie underwood waited with much needed water 
and jelly babies, thanks Julie and then the long drag up a steep 
farm lane on which Dave Beston caught and passed me with ease. 
Loads of returning runners were flying past now, Alistair Morris first 
for our club, then Jo Smith just behind and having a great tussle with 
Eryriʼs Jackie Smith. Now I had a good view of Shuttlingsloe Hill, 
the farthest out point. A glance at the watch told me Iʼd been out for 



about one and a half hours, more than Iʼd anticipated as I thought 
the race would be about a 2 hour affair. Until now Iʼd been feeling 
pretty good, running strong and chatting with those around me. The 
climb up this grassy hill soon changed things as suddenly felt really 
tired. Although I dug in a pushed myself on, others were catching 
and passing me. After rounding the trig point I turned to descend 
the steep fellside and felt ok again but back along the woodland 
track to the road I was flagging again. On and on I pressed myself, 
remembering the days of toil during the past year training on high 
lakeland fells every weekend - shoving my weary body on for hour 
after hour - and put the misery aside. Back to the river crossing 
and after sitting for a moment or two to remove a stone from my 
filthy fell shoe I ploughed across, washed my hands in the freezing 
water as I went. Climbing the steep forest track over slippery tree 
roots was a grind but amazingly I caught and past a couple of lads 
who appeared to be having it as rough as me. Out of the woods 
to the minor road and I stopped when the marshal offered a much 
needed drink. I looked back down the track and saw Thirza about 
400 yards behind. I filled my own bottle then poured Thirza a cup 
and then we were away together to gain the Roach via the stone 
slabs. I was spent. Thirza forced a load of jelly babies into my hand 
and then pushed on ahead. “A passing hiker said “Oh yes, Iʼll have 
some!” but Thirza told her they could mean the difference between 
getting back or not. Too right. Before long she had broken into a 
steady jog and was on the horizon. Now I couldnʼt see her for the 
blinding low sun. I walked. Trudging up the gradual slope munching 
and drinking. Along the ridge the sun was blinding and I was glad 
Iʼd worn my cap to shield the eyes. A steady plod got me to the 
other end of the plateau though I lost about three more places in 
the process. By now I wasnʼt bothered, I just wanted to finish. The 
reservoir down below to the left reflected the suns blinding rays so I 
turned my peak to shield the eyes. One foot wrong now would mean 
a long walk back. Down from the ridge and only the slippery farmland 
to negotiate I was running with as couple of similar strugglers, 
trudging and slopping around in the mud together. A woman came 
from nowhere, overtook me and skipped easily through the slurry. 
As she ploughed on the lane toward a load of caravans the thought 
occurred that Iʼd not seen a camp site on the way out. I glanced to my 
left and just in time saw a runner in the far distance climbing a stile. 
The chap with me shouted the lass back while I seized the chance 
and found a burst of energy from who knows where. I ploughed 
through the last sloppy gateway leaving those two floundering. The 
guy ahead had cramped up at a stile and was to be my next victim. 
Now I was flying! I left him for dead and powered (figuratively) 
up the lane past people who washed the mud from their legs at 

a stream and spied one 
group of washer women 
in red and white hoops, 
Thirza, Cerys, Dave and 
a Dark Peaker, Helen 
Thorburn. I put on a brave 
sprint and shot into the 
funnel. Ooh, it was over. 
Even though Iʼd suffered 
terribly I thought it was a 
good tough course, with 
great weather and then 
there was tea and coffee 
laid on back at the hall. 
Later on we all piled round 
to a café before heading 
home. Iʼm definitely going 
back next year. Iʼll be a bit 
better prepared though.
Allan Greenwood
 

Tour of Pendle - 19th Nov 2005
16.8mls/4800'   

   Long  Improve from
     Long races
    rating over last
     12 months 

1 Steve Bottomley P & B  2:21:28 - -
2 Mark Horrocks Wharf'dale 2:21:44 - -
3 Danny Hope P & B  2:32:36 - -
8 Andy Clarke CVFR 2:36:32 1.10 3%
29 Karl Gray CVFR 2:46:44 1.17 -14%
41 Richard Greenwood CVFR 2:50:17 1.20 -1%
58 Ian Wood CVFR 2:59:40 1.26 9%
71 Christine Preston K & C  3:03:36   1st lady - 
81 Mike Wardle CVFR 3:10:24 1.34 3%
114 Carl Greenwood CVFR 3:25:04 1.44 -9%
126 Dave Culpan CVFR 3:42:53 1.57 3%
141 Linda Hayles CVFR 3:54:05 1.64 -5%
157 Neil Croasdell CVFR 4:32:10 1.91 1%
169 started, 158 finished 

Paul and I did support on this race as we were travelling up with Karl 
to go to the FRA Do in Kendal. We covered quite a few checkpoints 

and last saw Karl and most of 
the other runners heading back 
to checkpoint 11, the last one 
before the finish. For those of 
you who have never done the 
race this is a checkpoint to 
watch as you can easily miss 
it ... can't you Karl. He had 
lost sight slightly of the first 2 
runners and he headed down to 
the track but headed to far to the 
left and missed the checkpoint 
out and only found this out as 
he went to throw his last tally 
into the bucket and discovered 
he was the first one back!!! Oh 
dear ... he ran back up the track 
to the checkpoint and still came 
in the top 30. Weather was clear 
but chilly and an excellent day 
for running. Mark Horrocks ran 

with a GPS and the official amount of climbing is actualy 4800' not 
4250'  but it is ONLY 16.8mls not 17!!!

Bolton by Bowland - 4th Dec 2005
8mls/800'   

   Medium  Improve from
     Medium races
    rating over last
     12 months 

1 Thomas Cornthwaite Blackburn 45:48 - - 
2 Jon Wright Tod 49:02 - - 
3 Adam Breaks CVFR 49:03 1.08 -3%
32 Amy Green K & C  56:02 1st lady -
82 Dave Culpan CVFR 63:39 1.40 3%
93 Mick Banks CVFR 65:46 1.44 4%
113 Linda Hayles CVFR 68:44 1.51 -1%
125 Neil Croasdell CVFR 71:48 1.58 - 
144 runners



Hexamshire Hobble
4th December 2005 

10.5miles/1200’

1. Nick Swinburn  NFR  1:07:29 
2. Tim Wylie  Tynedale   1:08:55 (1stV40)
3. Francis Blunt  NFR  1:10:38
23. Jon Underwood  CVFR  1:20:01
26. Karen Robertson  NFR  1:20:29 (1st Lady)  
50. Stuart Gardner  NFR   1:29:14 (1st V50)
(115  ran)

I did this race last year, Iʼm never too sure if I like extended cross-
countries. I would have been further down the field if it wasnʼt for a 
steepish hill in the last couple of miles. I was 5 minutes down on last 
yearʼs time. I put that down to the wet conditions and little running 
over the summer.  Julie and I went up to Alston to reconnoitre some 
of the Pennine Way for the relay as well as run the Hexamshire 
Hobble on the Sunday. I thought I knew most of the Pennine Way 
quite well, but Saturdayʼs outing proved otherwise. When Andy C 
says the route needs to be reccyʼed, it does. Especially so for 
the field systems in the valleys. It is not especially obvious which 
side of a field you should be heading for to find the next stile. Not 
all the Pennine Way is paved. (Stuart was a member of CVFR)

Two recommendations for staying over:

Lowbyer Manor Country House, Alston Hexham Road, Alston, 
Cumbria, CA9 3JX Tel: 01434381230 – Very reasonably priced 
rooms in a small Edwardian hotel. Very friendly. Caters for cyclists, 
walkers, motorbikes etc. One of the best hotels I have stayed in.  

The Overwater Restaurant 01434 381271 – Nenthead (10 mins 
from Alston) Superb handcrafted menu, great selection of wines. 
Excellent vegetarian food (recommend call first, if out of season). 
Quiet, unassuming location, allegedly frequented by royalty. I was 
expecting a much higher bill than it actually was. Very highly rated. 
Ask me for the grid reference, as it will be hard to find.  Jon 

Very proud to be British because...
 
Only in Britain... can a pizza get to your house faster 
than an ambulance.

Only in Britain... do supermarkets make sick people 
walk all the way to The back of the shop to get their 
prescriptions while healthy people can buy cigarettes 
at the front.
 
Only in Britain... do people order double 
cheeseburgers, large fries, and a DIET coke.
 
Only in Britain... do banks leave both doors open and 
chain the pens to the counters.
 
Only in Britain... do we leave cars worth thousands 
of pounds on the drive and lock our junk and cheap 
lawn mower in the garage.

Only in Britain... do we use answering machines to 
screen calls and then have call waiting so we wonʼt 
miss a call from someone we didnʼt want

Only in Britain... are there disabled parking places in 
front of an ice skating rink.

NOT TO MENTION... 3 Brits die each year testing if 
a 9v battery works on their tongue.

142 Brits were injured in 1999 by not removing all 
pins from new shirts.

58 Brits are injured each year by using sharp knives 
instead of  screwdrivers.

31 Brits have died since 1996 by watering their 
Christmas tree while the fairy lights were plugged in.

19 Brits have died in the last 3 years believing that 
Christmas decorations were chocolate.

British Hospitals reported 4 broken arms last year 
after cracker pulling accidents.

101 people since 1999 have had broken parts of 
plastic toys pulled out of the soles of their feet.

18 Brits had serious burns in 2000 trying on a jumper 
with a lit Cigarette in their mouth.

A massive 543 Brits were admitted to A&E in the 
last two years after opening bottles of beer with their 
teeth.

5 Brits were injured last year in accidents involving 
ʻout of controlʼ Scalextric cars. and finally......... In 
2000 eight Brits cracked their skull whilst throwing up 
into the toilet.

RULE BRITANNIA!!

The Stoop - 18th Dec 2005
4mls/800'   

   Short  Improve from
     Short races
    rating over last
     12 months 

1 Andi Jones Salford 28:52 - -
2 Simon Bailey Mercia 29:10 - -
3 Ian Holmes Bingley 29:16 - -
50 Rob Sharratt CVFR 37:17 1.20 0%
71 Graham Hill CVFR 38:17 1.23 -1%
75 Wendy Barnes Barnsley 38:46 1st lady - 
115 Mike Wardle CVFR 40:57 1.32 6%
131 Jackie Scarf CVFR 41:55 1.35 9%
145 John Murray CVFR 42:55 1.38 -1%
160 Philip Jones CVFR 44:03 1.42 2%
189 Mick Banks CVFR 46:06 1.48 0%
260 Anne Taylor CVFR 53:03 1.71 5%
286 runners    
    
 Under-16   
1 Kyle Biddle Hyndburn 13:29 
3 Ben Scarf CVFR 14:33 
      
 Under-14   
1 Niall Gould East Chesh 6:05 U14
17 Philip Done K & C 7:32 1st  U10
34 Joey Scarf CVFR 8:38 U10



CALDERDALE WAY RELAY - DECEMBER 2005

POS TEAM Leg 1 Leg2 Leg 3 Leg 4 Leg 5 Leg 6 
1 BINGLEY A R Jebb R Lawrence C Moses A Brown J Cordingley S Macdonald 
  I Holmes A Brownlee J Senior A Peace M Scott M Watson 
 Leg time 1:05:15 (1) 0:58:59 (4) 0:38:16 (3) 1:08:36 (8) 0:55:24 (5) 1:13:19 (3)
 Overall Time 1:05:15 (1) 2:04:14 (1) 2:42:30 (1) 3:51:06 (2) 4:46:30 (2) 5:59:49 (1)

2 DARK PEAK OPEN D Taylor M Crane P Hodges A Ward M Robisnson T Austin
  R Baker N Northrop A Middleditch R Patton J Boyle R Little 
 Leg Time 1:12:02 (9) 0:57:28 (2) 0:40:37 (11) 1:08:06 (7)  0:53:16 (2) 1:08:37 (1)
 Overall time 1:12:02 (9) 2:09:30 (4) 2:50:07 (4) 3:58:13 (5) 4:51:29 (5) 6:00:06 (2)

3 P AND B - A S Neill S Bottomley C Oliphant G Devine B Stevenson S Green 
  J Noon R Pattison S Mackini J Heneghan J Hemsley S Whetstone 
 Leg time 1:08:16 (3) 0:57:29 (3) 0:38:21 (4) 1:04:29 (1) 0:54:31 (4) 1:20:42 (17)
 Overall time 1:08:16 (3) 2:05:45 (2) 2:44:06 (2) 3:48:35 (1) 4:43:06 (1) 6:03:48 (3)

9 BOWLAND B VETS S Sweeney C Davis T Kelly J Houghton A Welsh S Livesey 
  Q Harding L Dowthwaite N Shepherd C Reade T Houston M Whyatt 
 Leg time 1:12:44 (12) 1:01:55 (10) 0:39:55 (7) 1:17:53 (24) 0:57:02 (11) 1:12:34 (2)
 Overall time 1:12:44 (12) 2:14:39 (12) 2:54:34 (10) 4:12:27 (12) 5:09:29 (11) 6:22:03 (9)

11 CALDER VALLEY A A Breaks R Greenwood J Williams J Stevens J Waites L A Muir 
  K Gray A Clarke G Hill J Emberton A Morris J Smith L
 Leg time 1:07:55 (2) 1:03:54 (16) 0:40:26 (8) 1:15:08 (16) 0:56:37 (9) 1:27:54 (39)
 Overall time 1:07:55 (2) 2:11:49 (7) 2:52:15 (7) 4:07:23 (10) 5:04:00 (9) 6:31:54 (11)

29 CALDER  VALLEY B S Houghton I Wood L Shinwell G Hodgkinson B Sahw J Underwood 
  B Horsley R Skelton S Smithies D Beels R Sutcliffe R Sherratt 
 Leg time 1:32:54 (61) 1:09:59 (33) 0:42:32 (20) 1:20:22 (29) 1:03:11 (26) 1:27:00 (35)
 Overall time 1:32:54 (61) 2:42:53 (45) 3:25:25 (34) 4:45:47 (33) 5:48:58 (30) 7:15:58 (29)

33 P AND B MXD J Nixon  D Harding L C Nicolson L J Ailwood  K Bobyier L A Powell 
  R Glover S Rowell L C ??? L B Whally R Davey L J Hola 
 Leg time 1:17:33 (16) 1:12:43 (37) 0:56:13 (72) 1:17:52 (23) 1:18:13 (75) 1:22:30 (20)
 Overall time 1:17:33 (16) 2:30:16 (25) 3:26:29 (38) 4:44:21 (32) 6:02:34 (37) 7:25:04 (33)

62 CALDER VAL MXD D Culpan C Kenny L L Hayles L G Symes L Crabtree L J Wilkinson 
  G Woodward J Scarf L A Farrell L B Davies T Hyde L M Wardle 
 Leg time 1:32:02 (59) 1:18:26 (62) 0:52:19 (60) 1:34:24 (73) 1:10:57 (56) 1:32:21 (53)
 Overall time 1:32:02 (59) 2:50:28 (62) 3:42:47 (60) 5:17:11 (69) 6:28:08 (67) 8:00:29 (62)

Another fantastic day was had by all on the Calderdale Way 
and this must have been one of the first years ever that we had 
reserves waiting to run. It makes the Captains job easier but a 
little disappointing for those not running .. there's always this 
year. The A team did well with Adam giving Karl a hard time on 
leg 1 - a fantastic effort to take 2nd place on this tough leg. The 
rest of the runners held it together just placing outside the top 
ten but we actually did place 10th due to a runner on one of the 
legs for K & C not managing to complete the leg due to injury. 
It's such a great day out but the whole thing is being mared by 
people cheating by taking short cuts or not following the official 
route marked on the day. How can you possibly marshal the whole 
52 mile route. It has to be done on good will by the runners and 
after all you are only cheating yourself. Linda had a terrible time 
sorting this out and had to get the teams together to resolve it 
but days after it she was still taking phone calls from disgruntled 
runners denying that they had cheated.  The race will get stopped 
if all this carries on as no-one will want to organise it and what a 
real shame that would be as it really is a great day out.   Thirza



Auld Lang Syne - 31th Dec 2005
6mls/900'   

   Medium  Improve from
     Medium races
    rating over last
     12 months 

1 Ian Holmes Bingley 40:55 - - 
2 Simon Bailey Mercia 41:12 - - 
3 Andy Norman Salford 41:15 - - 
10 Karl Gray CVFR 44:20 1.02 -2%
11 Adam Breaks CVFR 45:00 1.03 1%
52 Natalie White Bingley 49:28 1st lady - 
58 Jon Emberton CVFR 50:11 1.15 -2%
59 James Williams CVFR 50:14 1.15 0%
82 Ian Cooke CVFR 52:04 1.20 - 
86 Ian Wood CVFR 52:19 1.20 3%
87 Adrian Muir CVFR 52:20 1.20 -1%
88 Graham Hill CVFR 52:21 1.20 2%
91 Jo Smith CVFR 52:26 1.20 2%
117 Rob Sharratt CVFR 53:50 1.24 0%
132 Richard Allen CVFR 54:29 1.25  -
139 Bill Johnson CVFR 54:59 1.26 -8%
169 Phil Scarf CVFR 57:10 1.31 3%
254 Hugh Tooby CVFR 61:45 1.42 7%
258 Mick Banks CVFR 62:03 1.42 5%
264 Jackie Scarf CVFR 62:12 1.43 -2%
266 Richard Henderson CVFR 62:13 1.43 - 
288 Dave Culpan CVFR 63:45 1.46 -3%
294 Dave Beston CVFR 64:01 1.47 -3%
295 Philip Jones CVFR 64:02 1.47 2%
327 Linda Hayles CVFR 66:48 1.53 -2%
364 Neil Croasdell CVFR 69:53 1.60 -2%
418 Anne Taylor CVFR 78:53 1.81 - 
442 started, 432 finished

Well what can you say ... you certainly wouldn't of got lost with this 
amount of people. Slightly different route due to errosion on the 
moors. Wonder why!!!!!

Coley Canter - 27th Dec 2005
7mls/900'   

   Medium  Improve from
     Medium races
    rating over last
     12 months 

1 Dave Hinchcliffe Holmew'd 46:06 - -
2 Mark Brown Wharfedale 46:59 - -
3 Alex Whittam Tod 47:02 - -
4 Alistair Morris CVFR 47:04 1.14 1%
5 Jason Stevens CVFR 47:08 1.14 0%
8 Andy Wardman CVFR 48:27 1.17  
9 Adrian Muir CVFR 49:06 1.19 0%
13 Graham Hill CVFR 50:03 1.21 1%
16 James Horne CVFR 50:39 1.22 - 
20 Andrea Dennison Brad/Aire 52:08 1st lady - 
23 Barry Shaw CVFR 56:02 1.35 -5%
24 Richard Kellett CVFR 56:13 1.36 - 
25 Mike Wardle CVFR 56:32 1.37 0%
27 Dave Culpan CVFR 57:02 1.38 3%
31 Mick Banks CVFR 58:50 1.42 5%
56 Jennifer Newell CVFR 72:51 1.76 - 
59 runners     

Giants Tooth - 1st Jan 2006
3mls/400'   

  Short  Improve from
    Short races
    rating over last
    12 months

1 Karl Gray (New Record) CVFR 16:48 1.00 -2%
2 Jon Wright Tod 16:59 - - 
 3 Adam Breaks CVFR 17:02 1.02 6% 
8 James Williams CVFR 18:18 1.09 7% 
16 Adrian Muir CVFR 19:56 1.19 1% 
22 Ant Mayer CVFR 21:04 1.26 3% 
34 Richard Kellett CVFR 22:16 1.33 3% 
39 Amy Crabtree Halifax  23:15 1st lady -
49 Mick Banks CVFR 24:42 1.47 0% 
53 Linda Hayles CVFR 25:34 1.53 1% 
57 Neil Croasdell CVFR 25:56 1.55 1% 
58 John Riley CVFR 26:19 1.57 0% 
77 runners     

A RACE REPORT WITH A DIFFERENCE ....
That quiet young Scottish lass, Furzeball, has been drop-
ping polite hints that sheʼd like some of us folk to write 
down some lines about fell races weʼve done recently. Now 
Iʼm normally one to ignore hints, thatʼs one of the things 
you learn from 20 years of married life, but I thought to 
meself: “Pete, lad. Youʼve been around the block. Several 
times around the block in some races. Why not share your 
views from the rear-end of the back markers?”
 So while the missus is putting curlers in her hair and 
preparing for her evening constitutional, Iʼll tap in some 
words on this here computer-thingy about that race back 
in December, the New Classic Three Pikes. Runners have 
to visit Stoodley Pike, Nethermost Pike and Magnus Pike, 
carrying some strands of straw and a barrel of beer each. 
Mind you it seems to be commonplace these days for folk 
to abandon the straw behind a hedge once theyʼre out of 
sight of the start, to save on weight.
 So there I was lined up at the start of the race, having 
staggered out of the Whippet and Pineapple, in my normal 
place at the back of the field. Looking around I couldnʼt see 
either the trademark deerstalker hat of my usual compan-
ion Alien Greenwig or the impressively-coloured stockings 
of Tonedeaf Braddle. “Silly arses”, thought I, “theyʼre still 
in the pub. Theyʼre going to miss the start.” Sure enough 
I could hear the screech as Rodney Southcliffs-of-Dover 
pulled up in his flash car and hastily tried to change into 



his Walshes while putting on a Lifa at the same time. So 
the start must have been overdue already.
 The race organiser, Bernard Piercingcry said some-
thing about retired people talking to Marshall (presumably 
that friend of his from their days as West Yorkshire Allcom-
ers Tapdancing champions) and then we were off. Well 
blow me down if they didnʼt all start running the wrong 
way. The start route must have changed and no-one had 
told me - so there I was on the front row! Davy Beeline 
near trampled me on his way to be first to the gate.
 So anyways, I picked meself up and headed off after 
the lanky figure of Jon Underarm-Legspinner disappear-
ing into the gloom. It wasnʼt until weʼd got over Shimwells 
Knob that I got into my stride.
 This section always reminds me of that fateful day all 
those years ago when Fanny Johnson and Ken Clarke 
were attempting to set a new record on the Trans Siberian 
Railline Link.
 What a wonderful day that was. The pacers were all 
out in full bloom and there were more iced buns than you 
could shake a sticky finger at. Fanny and Ken were skip-
ping down to the first motorway crossing, hand-in-hand, 
with Kenʼs beau Nick Harris-Tweed carrying the rucksack 
full of spare walsh studs and horse linament.
 I turned to the missus and said: “Edith,” as that was 
her name before the change in 1978. “Edith”, I said, “you 
can keep your W.B.Yeats and your Pam Ayers, this is real 
poetry to me, poetry in motion.” And that was before that 
Andrew Lloyd-Webber changed his surname to Motion 
and started writing poetry in honour of the event.
 With those memories swilling around like Paul 
Gallongut in a brewery, I ran on, along the llama-trod 
towards Graham Hill.
 Manyʼs the voice you hear complaining about Graham 
Hill. “That hillʼs a right bugger”, you hear, “just goes on and 
on for ever.” But with the wind in the right direction and the 
light just right I think itʼs a stunning sight.
 By now I was running alongside Bob Riley, who still 
holds the record for the most number of birthdays in a 
single race. We were passed by the leading competitors in 
the three-legged race and then by the egg-and-spooners. 
Theyʼd started 30 minutes after us to give them a clear run 
for the first 20 miles.
 Those new lads, Joe Smith and Joe Waites hurtled 
past on the back-alley to Dog Bottom. They must have 
gone the wrong way somewhere. Keen as mustard those 
two young fellows, though no sense of decorum. Canʼt say 
I take to their tight pink running tops, but I guess its what 
the young whippersnappers wear these days. Itʼd cause 
me nipple-rash, Iʼm sure. Must remember to advise them 
to smear vaseline into their nipples.
 After what seemed like an age but was probably only 
a few days, we came to the finish line and there was little 
Sally licking on a lollipop. 
 First back had been those brothers, Idint Breakit and 
Carla Grey, skipping into the finish for all the world like 
young waifs playing hopscotch.
 Ah, yes. Takes me back to the first running of the race 
back when I was a lad, watching from behind my fatherʼs 
skirts. Then the winners had been father and son pairing 
Arthur Scargill and Eamonn Holmes. Of course Eamonn 
had wanted to be as fast as his brother Ian but it wasnʼt to 
be, so heʼd given up the running and concentrated on his 
career as a mail-order gardener instead.
 Races were real races back in those days. Full of grit, 
spit and other words that rhyme, like sausagemeat. Not 
like the jazz, razz and just plain matazz of the races these 
days. You wouldnʼt catch Arthur Scargill competing in a 
race these days. Case proven, I feel.
 Anyway must go. The missus needs to hoover my seat.
See you in the bog,                                            Pete Hagg

Ovenden Memorial Race - 7th Jan 2006
8mls/1200'   

   Medium  Improve from
     Medium races
    rating over last
     12 months 

1 Lloyd Taggart Dark Peak 52:20   new record  
2 Karl Gray CVFR 53:52 1.00 1% 
3 Gary Devine P & B  54:46 - - 
15 Andy Clarke CVFR 59:50 1.11 -2% 
18 Alistair Morris CVFR 60:10 1.11 3% 
24 Jason Stevens CVFR 61:14 1.13 1% 
25 Richard Greenwood CVFR 61:21 1.13 -2% 
31 Jon Emberton CVFR 62:48 1.16 -2% 
33 Ian Wood CVFR 63:21 1.17 5% 
34 Jo Waites (1st lady) CVFR 63:43 1.18 -2% 
44 Ian Cooke CVFR 65:28 1.21 -1% 
51 Bill Johnson CVFR 65:59 1.22 -2% 
55 Rob Sharratt CVFR 66:11 1.22 1% 
63 Richard Allen CVFR 68:34 1.27 -2% 
64 Jo Smith CVFR 68:38 1.27 -3%
71 Barry Shaw CVFR 69:50 1.29 1%
74 Gary Hodgkinson CVFR 70:01 1.29 -7%
75 Jez Wilkinson CVFR 70:07 1.30 2%
78 Neil Palmer CVFR 71:29 1.32 4%
88 Rod Sutcliffe CVFR 72:53 1.35 -6%
97 Dick Spendlove CVFR 73:56 1.37 - 
98 Ben Davies CVFR 74:04 1.37 -2%
100 Richard Kellett CVFR 74:29 1.38 -2%
103 Ant Mayer CVFR 75:01 1.39 -12%
104 Steve Houghton CVFR 75:04 1.39 1%
110 Jackie Scarf CVFR 75:59 1.40 0%
115 Dave Beston CVFR 76:30 1.41 2%
118 Dave Culpan CVFR 76:42 1.42 1%
131 Mick Banks CVFR 78:45 1.46 3%
133 Cerys Davies CVFR 79:22 1.47 2%
151 Allan Greenwood CVFR 81:28 1.51 1%
152 Amanda Farrell CVFR 81:30 1.51 - 
161 Celia Mills CVFR 82:20 1.52 -13%
165 Linda Hayles CVFR 82:57 1.53 -2%
169 Grahame Fry CVFR 84:12 1.56 - 
182 Neil Croasdell CVFR 88:50 1.64 -3%
187 Chris Robinson CVFR 91:07 1.68 - 
197 runners

Well what can I say (and it's not often I'm short on something to 
say) A BIG Thanks to everyone for turning out either to run or to 
help on Greg's Memorial race. He would have been gob smacked at 
the response from the club and from the fell running fraternity. The 
race was won in fine style by Lloyd Taggart and the first three men 
broke the course record including Karl who is storming along at the 
moment. Jo Waites 
had a fine run and 
with Jo Smith and 
Jackie Scarf the 
girls took the team 
p r i ze .  Be tween 
donations and the 
race proceeds I 
sent cheques up 
to the Skye Rescue 
Association to the 
value of £1570. It 
was a great effort 
and thanks once 
again. Thirza



Winter Handicap - 21st Jan 2006
6mls ish

  Finish Start Run time
1 Ben Scarf 14:04:41 13:15:25 49:16
2 Tony Bradley 14:04:59 13:12:00 52:59
3 Beth Emberton 14:07:25 13:13:35 53:50
4 Jo Smith 14:07:43 13:24:55 42:48
5 Barry Shaw 14:07:48 13:22:45 45:03
6 Neil Palmer 14:08:22 13:21:40 46:42
7 Alistair Morris 14:08:27 13:29:00 39:27
8 John Riley 14:08:35 13:13:15 55:20
9 John Murray 14:08:42 13:19:50 48:52
10 Jon Underwood 14:08:55 13:26:00 42:55
11 Dave Beels 14:09:06 13:26:00 43:06
12 Jackie Scarf 14:09:08 13:19:05 50:03
13 Dave Beston 14:09:15 13:17:35 51:40
14 Adam Breaks 14:09:19 13:32:15 37:04
15 Ian Cooke 14:09:29 13:26:00 43:29
16 Mike Wardle 14:09:32 13:22:00 47:32
17 Tom Arrandale 14:09:33 13:22:00 47:33
18 Lee Shimwell 14:09:46 13:24:15 45:31
19 Gary Hodgkinson 14:09:48 13:25:40 44:08
20 Rob Sharratt 14:09:50 13:25:40 44:10
21 Grahame Fry 14:09:56 13:13:15 56:41
22 Cerys Davies 14:10:00 13:18:20 51:40
23 Thirza Hyde 14:10:17 13:16:55 53:22
24 Ben Davies 14:10:19 13:22:25 47:54
25 Gerry Symes 14:10:46 13:18:45 52:01
26 Andy Clarke 14:10:58 13:30:25 40:33
27 Helen Wilkinson 14:11:16 13:11:45 59:31
28 Richard Greenwood 14:11:39 13:29:00 42:39
29 Robin Skelton 14:12:24 13:24:55 47:29
30 Gareth Pemberton 14:12:30 13:26:45 45:45
31 Phil Scarf 14:12:55 13:21:40 51:15
32 Graeme Woodward 14:16:50 13:21:15 55:35

   Short  Improve from
 Winter Handicap   Short races
    rating over last
     12 months 
 Winter Handicap in run time order
1 Adam Breaks  37:04 1.02 3%
2 Alistair Morris  39:27 1.09 6%
3 Andy Clarke  40:33 1.12 -3%
4 Richard Greenwood  42:39 1.18 -4%
5 Jo Smith  42:48 1.18 5%
6 Jon Underwood  42:55 1.18 2%
7 Dave Beels  43:06 1.19 3%
8 Ian Cooke  43:29 1.20 - 
9 Gary Hodgkinson  44:08 1.22 0%
10 Rob Sharratt  44:10 1.22 -1%
11 Barry Shaw  45:03 1.24 - 
12 Lee Shimwell  45:31 1.25 -1%
13 Gareth Pemberton  45:45 1.26 -7%
14 Neil Palmer  46:42 1.29 3%
15 Robin Skelton  47:29 1.31  -
16 Mike Wardle  47:32 1.31 5%
17 Tom Arrandale  47:33 1.31 0%
18 Ben Davies  47:54 1.32 2%
19 John Murray  48:52 1.35 2%
20 Ben Scarf  49:16 1.36 - 
21 Jackie Scarf  50:03 1.38 4%
22 Phil Scarf  51:15 1.41 -2%
23= Dave Beston  51:40 1.42 2%
23= Cerys Davies  51:40 1.42 3%
25 Gerry Symes  52:01 1.43 -1%
26 Tony Bradley  52:59 1.46 13%
27 Thirza Hyde  53:22 1.47 5%
28 Beth Emberton  53:50 1.48 - 
29 John Riley  55:20 1.52 3%
30 Graeme Woodward  55:35 1.53 -1%
31 Grahame Fry  56:41 1.56 - 
32 Helen Wilkinson  59:31 1.64 -2%

Club Trophies 2005

Club championship 1st place: Karl Gray
• Karl has now won the last 4 club championships, equalling   

Gary Webbʼs record between 1991-1994. Gary won 7 
 championships in 10 years, so thatʼs Karlʼs next target!

• Until this year, the last time that Karl had been beaten in a 
club championship race was by Jeff Winder at Duddon in 
2002. That was until he had to return to a checkpoint in the 
Tour of Pendle this year, and Andy got past him.

2nd place: Andy Clarke
• Itʼs the first time that Andy has counted in enough club 

championship races, and as a result he has got this trophy 
and the vets for the first time.

3rd place: Sally Newman
• For the first time ever, a girly has won one of the overall club 

championship trophies.

All of those winners also received another trophy:

Ladies champion: Sally Newman

• Like with Andy, this was the first year that Sally had 
completed a full set of club championship races. 
So it was the first time that she has won the ladies 
championship.

Veterans champion: Andy Clarke

Handicap champion: Karl Gray
• The handicap championship is meant to won by 

anyone, not necessarily the person who also comes out 
first in the overall championship. That Karl has won in 
3 times in the last 4 years shows how he has got faster 
and faster each year.

We had an excellent night at the dinner with the format of Buffet 
and Disco working very well and it was really cheap. Thanks to 
Paul for organising this.



Winter Handicap race:  
Ben Scarf
• Our youngest ever trophy   
 winner

Summer Handicap race:  
Helen Wilkinson
• We have no trophy for the   
 summer handicap race winner.  
 Surely we need one??

Short race and Medium race 
king: Rob Sharratt
• In the inaugural year of these  

 king and queen competitions,   
Rob has claimed both the short and medium titles. 
All hail the king!

Long race king: Karl Gray
• Karl was the only person to compete in more than 2 of 

the long races in 2005, so he had no competition for 
this title. Perhaps a few more people will have a go this 
year?

Short race and Medium race queen: Jo Smith
• Like with the men, these 2 titles went to the same 

person. Jo is our most gracious queen for the year!

Long race queen: Sally Newman
• None of the girls managed more than 2 long club races, 

Sally was crowned queen because of her 2 wins.

Most improved runner: Neil Croasdell
• In 2004, Neilʼs short/medium race ratings had averaged 

1.71, then in 2005 he improved dramatically to 1.58 – a 
far bigger improvement than anyone else. This led to 
a place in the clubʼs veteransʼ team at the British relay 
championships where his rating was an impressive 
1.41. He also started competing in longer races than 
heʼd done for the previous few years.

Runners  ̓Runner of the Year: Thirza Hyde
• There were a lot of votes at the club dinner for both Karl 

and Sally, but this was one race where Thirza beat both 
of them, being voted as the clubʼs runner of the year by 
the majority of people.

Wally of the Year: Rod Sutcliffe
• For being unflinching in his declaration that this year is 

our 21st, resulting in us requesting to host the British 
relays as part of our celebratory year. Not that he has 
admitted it is actually our 20th, do we admit to this or 
not?

• Amazingly Rod has only won this once before!

Navigational Cockup award: Jo Smith and Adrian Muir
• For going completely the wrong way in the Calderdale 

Relay, in our own backyard.

BROADCLYST BIMBLE -  22 JAN 2006 
13 MILES X COUNTRY  

  
1  Dave Stone  EXMOUTH      1.37.04
28  Phillipa Stevens   WESTON    1.49.14
63  Denis Gildea CVFR    1.54.53
185 Starters

Exellent weather conditions greeted the runners on a sunny 
Sunday morning in east Devon just north of Exeter but the heavy 
rain in the previous days made the wooded sections very heavy 
going. I adopted my usual tactics of running as fast as I could for 
as long as I could (quite simple!) but as ever with any race you 
always have the risk of getting a little bit well....lost ! oh well it was 
my first race of the year and and yes I did go a bit astray like many 
others but good fun though !  (For those of you who don't know 
Denis he is based in Exeter with the Royal Marines but has been 
an active member of Calder from his late teens. He keeps himself 
active racing all sorts (including roads Aaaagh) down South)

Stanbury Splash - 22th Jan 2006
7mls/1200'   

   Medium  Improve from
     Medium races
    rating over last
     12 months 

1 Ian Holmes Bingley 41:53 - - 
2 Tim Austin Dark Peak 43:25 - - 
3 Dave Neill Staffs/Moor 44:14 - - 
29 Natalie White Bingley 49:01 1st lady - 
84 Ian Cooke CVFR 55:31 1.27 -6%
138 Barry Shaw CVFR 59:49 1.37 -5%
143 Hugh Tooby CVFR 60:10 1.38 6%
192 Philip Jones CVFR 64:13 1.47 1%
205 Jackie Scarf CVFR 64:52 1.49 -6%
206 Mick Banks CVFR 65:00 1.49 0%
293 runners    

Mickleden Straddle - 5th Feb 2006
13.8mls/1980'   

   Long  Improve from
     Long races
    rating over last
     12 months 

1 David Watson Holmfirth 1:35:38 - -
2 Karl Gray CVFR 1:38:23 1.04 -2%
3 Adam Breaks CVFR 1:38:43 1.04 11%
11 Christine Howard Matlock 1:54:22  1st lady - 
70 Mike Wardle CVFR 2:13:55 1.41 -4%
115 Grahame Fry CVFR 2:28:34 1.57 - 
170 runners  

FULFORDS 5 ROAD RACE 
5th FEB 2006

  
1 Ashley Humphreys    Erme Valley     25.16
28 Caroline Hewitt         Tiverton            30.27
39 Denis Gildea             CVFR              31.18
285 Starters   

Nice and sunny day but very cold though, but because the race 
was only 5 miles there was not time to feel the cold !  Denis
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PENNINE BRIDLEWAY RELAY - SUNDAY 5th FEB. 06

Where were the boys? Well they did increase 
in number when the tea and cakes came out!. 
With injuries and illnesses attempting to thwart 
us, we were really pleased to get a full team 
out on a foggy February day. Good to see new 
team members Jeff and Karen proudly wearing 
their stripes!!. Hope this is a sign of a summer to 
remember. Jo Smith
(Jo and Jo broke the record on Leg 2. Well done 
to you both. Ed.)

A couple in a cafe in Llangollen ask ...  "Can you settle an argument for us and pronounce where we 
are, ... VERY slowly?   The waitress leaned over and said  ..............  Burrrr gurrrr King"

IMPORTANT DATE FOR YOUR DIARY

Preparation for British Relays 2006:
Camping, Barbeque and Road 

Maintenance AND Summer Handicap!

We have been planning furiously for the British Fell running relay 
championships that we are hosting in Calder Valley on 14th 
October.
 For the event itself, weʼll need as many folk from the club 
as possible to marshall, organise car-parking, etc, etc. But the 
pressing task before then is that the road into the event centre in 
Castle Carr needs improving before we can get cars down it, and 
the areas of land that we could use for parking need sorting out.
 So we are going to have a club weekend in the picturesque 
Castle Carr estate (between High Brown Knoll and Warley Moor 

if anyone isnʼt sure where it is), on the weekend of 22nd July.
We will spend part of the weekend improving the road, by filling 
in the potholes and spreading a layer of stones, and the parking 
areas. On Saturday night weʼll camp in the estate and have 
barbeques (all agreed with the landowners). Then on Sunday 
weʼll have the summer handicap race starting and finishing in 
Castle Carr around one of the relay routes.
 Please can you help out with this weekend, so that we can 
prepare for October 14th. We are doing our best to make it the 
best British relays event yet!
 Closer to the actual event we will have another couple of 
days fixing up the road and parking, but if we do a lot of the work 
in July it will make it easier.
  Iʼll send an email nearer the timeto find out how many 
people are willing to come along for this club weekend.

Cheers, Bill



Wadsworth Half Trog - 11th Feb 2006
9mls/1500'   

   Medium  Improve from
     Medium races
    rating over last
     12 months 

1 Lee Athersmith Skipton 1:11:21 - - 
2 Jon Wright Tod  1:12:29 - - 
3 Andrew Horsfall Tod 1:16:31 - - 
7 Jason Stevens CVFR 1:18:02 1.10 3%
10 Dave Beels CVFR 1:21:56 1.15 6%
14 Steve Smithies CVFR 1:24:33 1.19 8%
16 Jo Waites CVFR 1:25:33 1.20 -3%
30 Dave Culpan CVFR 1:42:39 1.44 -1%
39 Allan Greenwood CVFR 1:44:32 1.47 3%
41 Dave Beston CVFR 1:47:48 1.51 -5%
45 Philip Jones CVFR 1:52:19 1.58 -6%
55 runners    

Flicking through the fell runners calendar a month ago, I really 
fancied having another go at the Trog this year. Having done little 
in the way of running since before Christmas, however, I felt out 
of condition and compared to my normal 11 stone, was definitely 
a bit overweight. I ran the Ovenden race - organised for this year 
by Thirza as a fitting memorial to our clubmate Greg Houghton 
– then started to try and get out for a few runs and mountain bike 
rides. By the beginning of February I was feeling a lot fitter and 
at least able to sustain a half decent plod for a hour, so I rang 
Jez, whoʼd sent out an urgent appeal for helpers by email, and I 
asked whether he needed me to marshal, or could I have a run. 
Linda offered to help out at an early spot as she had a prior ar-
rangement in Hebden Bridge that afternoon, so Jez asked her to 
take numbers at Cock Hill. That would be great for me as I might 
get the chance of a much needed drink half way!
The race has changed little since I first organised it about four 
years back, though the shorter race sets off 10 mins before the 
full 20 miler. This means that we get cheered on at the start by 
waiting Troggers as we run up past the cricket club and away up 
Wainsgate lane. Saturday dawned with a beautiful and spec-
tacular bright orange fiery sunrise. This however gave way to an 
overcast morning with a biting cold wind and it looked like it could 
easily snow. The cricket hut was the usual hive of activity with 
tea available for those who wanted. I picked up my number and 
exchanged pleasentries with a few friends, then returned to the 
car to prepare. Soon there were 15 minutes to go and Linda and 
Andy Wardman turned up as I donned the fell shoes and gave 
the bumbag a final check. They would watch the start then Linda 
would make her way to the checkpoint and Andy, who like me is 
recovering from recent surgery, would tag along at the back as 
far as High Brown Knoll, then hang around a while and accom-
pany me on my return route. The field of fifty five lined up by the 
village green and Carl Greenwood sent us on our way.
A couple of full Troggers shouted, mockingley “Not far now”, and 
“Nearly there!” Across the road and up the lane we went. So far 
so good. I was keeping a steady rhythm going and felt comfort-
able. I was secretly worried about the effects of my second 
session under the surgeons knife the previous Tuesday, but also 
determined to get out and do something physical instead of all 
that sitting around Iʼd been doing since September. Up onto the 
moors and in the direction of High Brown Knoll. The previous 
nightʼs cloudless sky and biting wind had succeeded in freezing 
the peaty ground solid, so the going was fairly swift, even for me. 
Only the bogs and marshy pools were squashy where previous 
feet had broken through the thinner ice layers.  Past the trig 
point where Alec Becconsall waited with his camera, then down 
to checkpoint one at Dean Head reservoir. This was the section 
Iʼd been unable to recci as itʼs over private ground, but even so, 
I remembered the little trod on the steepest part of the banking. 
As the runners in front of me were queueing to get down the 
steep drop, I shot down the gully, well, I say shot but it was more 
like a shuffle on my bum, but it did gain me about eight or nine 
places in one fell swoop! Quite exhilarated by this, I dashed (I 
use the term loosely) across to the dam enclosure wall. I heard 
squelching from behind as one of the pursuers made a bid to get 

past me, (which he managed with ease). He then powered away 
and into the stinking swollen bog alongside the wall, where large 
chunks of ice floated around. I plodded (a good adjective) after 
him, reaching the clip – punched my card but noticed that the 
clipper-on-a-string was hanging quite still as I reached it. The guy 
ahead had now stopped to look at his map and as I caught him I 
asked if heʼd missed the clip. He swore as he went sprinting back 
to join what I imagine would be a queue to punch!
Climbing out from the reservoir side as the sot peaty ground 
gave way under the feet. The group filed past one by one and 
soon they were jogging away from me on the level-ish ground 
to the catchwater drain. As I crossed the drain I turned and ran 
along it for a short while to reach a particular bridge Iʼd visited 
the week before. I knew that it would lead me to a stream in a 
gully. As Iʼd hoped, the water was frozen, making for good, swift 
and easy progress over to Cock Hill. I reckoned this to be the 
best line while the others would hopefully be floundering around 
in deep tussock grass wasting energy. I checked the compass 
a time or two until I could see the transmitter mast. Before long 
I had caught and past the whole group of six or eight who were 
running in a bunch way over to my right, though they gained an 
advantage as we reached the good running alongside the fence 
into checkpoint 2. Here Linda waited to take my number and 
also took my photo as I waddled across. It turned out to be a 
good snap, though the others were moving too quick and were 
somewhat blurred! I turned South and saw Andy who had jogged 
across from HighBrown Knoll. The others were now moving away 
from me, and were about half a minute distant. Andy came along 
with me and we basically jogged together to the finish having a 
good crack. I navigated to the stones, then picked up a good trod 
that I knew would lead me all the way back to High Brown Knoll. 
By the head of the gully below White Hill Iʼd caught Lawrence 
Sullivan and a couple more of the group were over to my right 
but soon came across and overtook me again. Local knowledge 
was paying off – if only I was a bit fitter! Away they went to the 
trig point at High Brown Knoll where Alec waited with Tony Shaw. 
I said how-do to the lads, wishing Tony a Happy New Year. At this 
point I put my final plan into action. The group in front had gone 
the long way round. “Right Andy”, I said, “This is where weʼll do 
some damage!”. Off we went powering on the good track to the 
air-shafts and up the gully to Sheepstones Edge. As we reached 
the shaft, Lawrence was just about to disappear around the side 
of it. Up by the shooting butts before the Edge, I could hear the 
group coming up behind us. How on Earth had they all man-
aged to stay together? One by one they filed past. As a lady in 
a Skipton vest came through I commented that Iʼd have thought 
sheʼd know to follow us by now. As Andy and me reached the Trig 
point and clipper, however, the whole bunch had gone straight 
on instead of following the flagged route! We turned right and I 
flew down the heather clad moor to the gate on the Calderdale 
Way, and as we approached the golf course, along came the 
group again. They filed past down the track, across the road 
and over the frozen, rutted fields to Nut Clough. Jo Smith saw 
us safely across the road and I saw a camera flash. Down the 
wooded path to the final clip - where they were all queueing to 
punch - and then came the killer bank. I tried to jog it as Iʼd done 
in training but my legs wouldnʼt have it. In short, I was stuffed. 
Hands on knees I pushed on and up to the stile. Then as the 
others laboured up the gradual incline of the field, I forced myself 
to jog. Ooh, I was so weary now. The guy beside me was walking 
as fast as I could run. I was treading water. Through the gateway 
I managed to push in front again but it was short lived and I was 
so weary again. Come on, come on! Along to Walker Lane and 
up the tarmac and I forced another jog as I saw Linda with Lucy 
the dog. Another photo and some encouragement but the other 
lads were getting away now. There was nothing left in the tank. 
Andy stopped and walked back to the car with Linda. Just a few 
hundred yards along the lane to the cricket club and a lap of 
the field to go. Someone approached me from behind. I couldnʼt 
bear to look so I upped the pace a little as I entered the cricket 
ground. The final lap was marked out with white plastic chairs 
around the perimeter of the cricket field. I increased the tempo 
from one chair to the next. The footsteps behind were closer now 
so I again stepped up a gear. I could smell woodsmoke from 
a nearby local garden fire, or was it my shoes? Sprinting hard 
now at four minute mile pace surely, then into the funnel and 
suddenly it was all over. I had done it and I wasnʼt half trogged. 
After a cup of tea and a sandwich from the cricket hut, Andy and 



Ilkley Moor - 26th Feb 2006
5mls/1260'   

   Short  Improve from
     Short  races
    rating over last
     12 months 

1 Ian Holmes Bingley 36:37 - - 
2 Gary Devine P & B 37:39 - - 
3 Karl Gray CVFR 37:51 0.95 4%
26 Andy Clarke CVFR 43:21 1.09 0%
31 Natalie White Bingley 43:53 1st lady - 
32 Jason Stevens CVFR 43:55 1.11 - 
48 Jo Waites CVFR 45:37 1.15 2%
79 Gareth Pemberton CVFR 47:58 1.21 -1%
86 Rob Sharratt CVFR 48:14 1.22 -1%
87 Jo Smith CVFR 48:16 1.22 1%
90 Graham Hill CVFR 48:27 1.22 0%
98 Richard Allen CVFR 48:48 1.23 - 
100 Steve Smithies CVFR 48:50 1.23 0%
102 James Horne CVFR 49:04 1.24 - 
103 Bill Johnson CVFR 49:16 1.24 -5%
135 Jez Wilkinson CVFR 52:12 1.32 2%
141 Ben Davies CVFR 52:43 1.33 1%
144 Rod Sutcliffe CVFR 53:16 1.34 -3%
150 Jon Wilkinson CVFR 53:40 1.35 - 
179 Cerys Davies CVFR 55:58 1.41 3%
191 Dave Culpan CVFR 56:39 1.43 2%
211 Thirza Hyde CVFR 58:23 1.47 4%
218 Mick Banks CVFR 58:55 1.49 -1%
237 Dave Beston CVFR 60:15 1.52 -5%
245 John Riley CVFR 61:00 1.54 1%
262 Robert Gray CVFR 63:52 1.61 - 
327 started, 323 finished 

Karlʼs time was his best race result ever according in Bill's race stats. 
It was a record turnout for this race, incorporating the Yorkshire 
championships. (Karl forget to tick the “Yorkshire” box on the entry 
form?)  but he was credited with the Yorkshire champs bronze medal. 
Jo and Jo and Cerys won the girls team medal. Perfect weather 
conditions but it was a frustrating start on the single file paths at 
the beginning and then it's a great race when it opens up onto the 
moor. Well done Jo Smith for turning out after racing a x country in 
London the day before!!!!  She did well there too!!!!  Thirza

myself got changed and we took dog and the camera up towards 
Sheepstones Edge to watch the leading Troggers come down 
from the moor. We walked up from the road crossing and had 
only gone a couple of hundred yards up the track when Karl Gray 
appeared, taking us by surprise. I cursed as I fumbled to get the 
camera out of itʼʼ pouch and hold Lucyʼʼ lead at the same time. 
Karl shouted something as he flew down the track. Andy shouted, 
“No, he missed you!” Just then, Karl came jogging back up the 
track, passed us and went another 20 yards or so further up the 
lane. Then he turned and ran back down again so that I could get 
my photo. No vanity here from Karl. He is such a great mate and 
knew how much I needed to get that picture for the local paper. 
Karl carried on down to the road, to Nut Clough and up to the 
finish and managed to break Rob Jebbʼs record by five seconds! 
Awesome!

A great race, a great day out – thanks to everyone who helped.

Allan Greenwood 

Wadsworth Trog - 11th Feb 2006
20mls/4000'   

   Long  Improve from
     Long  races
    rating over last
     12 months 

1 Karl Gray CVFR 2:42:17 0.96 7%
2 Andy Shaw Holmfirth 2:55:03 - - 
3 Stewart Gregory Holme Pierre 2:55:31 - - 
4 Adam Breaks CVFR 3:01:40 1.07 4%
7 Andy Clarke CVFR 3:08:21 1.11 1%
20 Jackie Lee Eryri 3:23:45    1st lady -  
25 Barry Shaw CVFR 3:28:36 1.23 - 
37 Ian Wood CVFR 3:37:06 1.28 0%
83 Ben Davies CVFR 4:12:39 1.49 -5%
118 started, 111 finished 

DID YOU KNOW ??
Calder Valley fellrunners are affilliated to the 
Yorkshire Veterans Athletics Association. 
They offer a series of well organised low key fell, 
cross country, trail and road races in and around 
our area.. If you are a veteran and a member of 
a Yorkshire club you can run these races.

New age category for 2006 means that in the 
Yorkshire Veterans league Men and women over 
35 are eligible for veteran competition !!
 
Come and join the fun. Contact Allan Greenwood 
or Linda Crabtree for further details.

Fixture list and more info available from this 
website: www.yvaa.org

The Ilkley medal winners. 
Jo had to rush off to go on 
holiday to Scotland and 
yes don't they look happy 
but it wasn't the medals 
that was making them 
laugh ... I was taking their 
photo and was standing 
on the road and Mr Rob 
Sharrat crept up behind me 
in his car and peeped his 
horn ... I got such a fright 
and jumped a mile .. just 
wait Sharrat ... Revenge is 
sweet!!!!!! these lot couldn't 
stop laughing   Thirza



Haworth Hobble 
16/03/1991 
33mls/4400’

Story by Pete Horne

1st Pete Irwin/Colin Valentine 















  3hrs 33min
8th Jeff Winder/Jeff Coulson 
















 CVFR 4hrs 22mi
9th Duncan Thompson/Andy Wimpenny CVFR 4hrs 22min
11th Rod Sutcliffe/Andy Wimpenny 








 CVFR 4hrs 26min
44th Greg Houghton/Pete Horne 












 CVFR 4hrs 55min
50th Mark P B/Dave Goldie 




















 CVFR 5hrs 0min
87th Steve Kirkbride/Pete Regan 











 CVFR 5hrs 17min
112th Richard Kellett/Andy Thompson 





 CVFR 5hrs 25min
115th Chris Peart-Binns/Carl Greenwood 
 CVFR 5hrs 27min
140th Trevor Redmond/Brian Horsley 






 CVFR 5hrs 39mim
143rd Pete White/Rhys Kift 






















 CVFR 5hrs 40min
147th Steve Cavell/Graham Spencer 







 CVFR 5hrs 41min
 ?? Jon and Jez Wilkinson 




















 CVFR 5hrs 45min
?? Jim Sheard/Jill Thistlethwaite 









 CVFR 6hrs 03min
 ?? Mike Fleetwood/Howard Holmes 




 CVFR 6hrs 19min
 ?? Roger Nuttall/Michael Burns 











 CVFR 7hrs 04min
 ?? Irene Neville/Linda Hayles 














 CVFR 7hrs 12min

There were 541 teams listed on the start sheet plus other teams 
who entered too late to be included; a very large entry the majority 
appearing to be runners. As you can see to the left CVFR were well 
represented both in quality and quantity. The 2 Jeffs were assisted 
by a dog in their effort to out sprint Duncan and Steve, a bit unfair 
perhaps but there is nothing in the rules that state you canʼt be 
chased by a dog through Haworth. Good conditions resulted in 3 
teams beating the old course record and although most CVFRʼs 
set PBs there was no shortage of disasters stories which inevitable 
over such a long distance. My partner and I managed to miss the 
start whilst Greg powered his nose. We then ran very well together 
until Gibson Mill from where Greg proceeded to hammer me all the 
way up that miserable climb to Walshaw, stopping every hundred 
yards to wait for me, asking if I was alright then setting off and 
leaving me again. Then a strange thing happened as we were 
leaving Walshaw checkpoint, without prior warning Greg suddenly 
stopped “Whatʼs up?” I said … “I canʼt go any further my legs have 
gone!” replied Greg. You b****y can I retorted but he sat down and 
saying “Iʼm cold”. Put some b****y clothes on then” I advised “I 
hadnʼt  thought of that, I think itʼs done something to my brain” said 
Greg.. Anyway I met adversity like and a man and started to cry, 
pleading with him to ignore sense and push himself further; he did. 
Steadily we approached Haworth, myself still sobbing as teams 
we hadnʼt seen for hours hobbled past us. What if Mark passes 
us, Iʼll never hear the last of it. We got to the last checkpoint from 
home and encouraged by the thought that we could still qualify 
for sub 5 hours ʻeliteʼ time upped the pace and began to jog. Greg 
appeared to be recovering and we were catching a few teams, that 
is until we got to Haworth main street where, in front of the day 
trippers and lunchtime boozers, Greg collapsed onto all fours and 
emptied the minimal contents of his stomach onto the picturesque 
cobbles. “Come on, get up weʼve only got 200 b****y yards to go” 
Leave him alone, canʼt you see heʼs poorly” protest the onlookers 
“I canʼt b****y leave him  as itʼs a team race and weʼve got to finish 
to b****y gether” I snap back. Anyway we make it to the finish and 
after a couple of pints weʼre friends again, Greg even thanking 
me for “mild” encouragement over the last seven miles, strange 
how total abject misery can be forgetten so quickly. Pete Horne

Latest Fashion tips from 
Big Als Kit Shack

 
This seasons must have colours are red and white - red 
is the new white and white is the new red. Black remains 
an absolute must.  Good news then given the latest stock 
which has recently arrived. We now have a wide range 
of all vests and for both men and women. If you have 
been waiting to then wait no longer and if you've had your 
vest for so long that it is practically colourless now is the 
time to replace it. The Shack is open 24/7 ( well not really 
but you can get me on my mobile most times of the day 
07812 593660). For those of you not yet ready to think of 
warm summer days yet then fear not for I now have some 
very tasty looking trackies this years style are black with 
red piping and white lettering and very nice they are too.
The vests will be retailing at £17 and the trackies at £16. 
Sweatshirts also available at £12.00. I really do need you 
to start buying this stuff as I have spent the entire club 
funds on it and daren't show my face until I have recouped 
the money or at least enough of it so the club can fund the 
FRA relays. So get on down to Big Als Kit Shack (Please) 
......  and I am sure you are wondering why we have XXL 
vests and too be honest so am I it must have been a slip 
but I have tried on one and they are not actually as big 
as you might imagine. They will make a very night attire. 
Oh We also have a range of thongs now in but due to a 
shortage of material we could only get CVFR on the larger 
ones sorry!!!!!! 

Big Al
Big Als Kit Shack

FOR SALE
Colnago Dream Road Bike, 

55cm centre to top, 
Ultegra Group set 30/39/53 

with back cassette 12/25, 
Mavic Ksyrium SL wheels

Cost £2500 looking for £1500

Giant Mountain Bike, 18" frame, approx 8 years 
old, reason for sale  - not using it as I'm road 

riding and I've only got a small flat. £200

Please contact Pete Round on 07913 505905

" An invisible man marries an invisible 
woman and the kids were nothing to  

look at either"

"A dyslexic man walks into a bra!!!!"

"Two peanuts walk into a bar and one  
was a salted"


